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MEMBERS' COMMENTS ON PREVIOUS ARTICLES 

STAMPS NOT RECORDED AS PERFINS   Bulletin 267 to 271. 

ALASTAIR WALTER has spotted a previously unrecorded perfin as one 
of our auction lots.  This is the 2½d C.I. Liberation stamp. 

MARTIN KNIGHT reports a ½d Machin with perfin LB/B. It is the  
only one of this value reported so this 'modest' modern stamp may  
be a rarity. 

In the December Bulletin, as promised, I hope to publish the up- 
dated list of the remaining sterling stamp issues still to be  
found with perfin. If you have been meaning to report a new one  
from your collection, please do so in the next four weeks. 

*          *          *          * 

LONDON REGIONAL PASSENGER COMMITTEE   Bulletin 268/26 and 271/8. 

MR.E.D.CHAMBERS has been in correspondence with the secretary of 
the London Regional Passengers Committee and the following precis of 
the letter may be of interest to members. 

"The report in the Bulletin concerning 1st & 2nd class  
stamps used by the LRPC, perforated with their initials, is wrong.  
They would love to have a stock of 1st & 2nd class perfined stamps  
but Slopers for some reason claim they cannot buy sheets of these  
stamps - they are available, but apparently only from a few out- 
lets and Slopers do not buy from these suppliers. 

"The use of the perfined stamps is limited to when they send  
a letter, unsigned, to one of their leading members for signature  
and onward transmission. Their stock is ever diminishing and  
given the situation over the non-availability of 1st & 2nd class  
stamps,  and the price charged for the work, they may not restock. 

"Before the London Transport Passenger Committee closed (to 
iDe followed by the LRPC) the Secretary wrote to the Perfin Society 
giving details of all the Machin values known to him which were  
perfined LT/PC. The scarcest being the El-30p value of which only  
one sheet was perfined and most of these were used on bulky  
packets to Members." 

Two points came to mind when I was editing this letter. One was  
that the 1st & 2nd class stamps mentioned in Bulletin 271 Pg.8  
could have been the  lp  &  2p  stamps which had been reported. 




